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11 [Painful but Truthful] Secrets from Evan Marc 
Katz that Explain [Why You're Single Still] 

11. You don't understand how your actions look to him [AND fail to understand how you 

scare quality men away]. 

10. You assume a smooth dater signals a great partner, Mr. Right [BUT fail to realize great 

COURTSHIP doesn't equate to LONG-TERM COMPATIBILITY.] 

9. You blame men for being pigs (and yes, many are, I agree with you), you don't get why 

they don't see you as a "fine catch", then point out all the reasons it's their fault why you 

can't find the right man for you [BUT you don't take enough responsibility for not choosing 

the right guy nor accepting the right ones.] 

8. You think you understand what men want and all their intentions [BUT you actually don't-

nor do you bother to learn.] 

7. You focus on the great guy who got away, the ex-boyfriend or husband and wonder Why 

He Disappeared [INSTEAD of getting back into the dating game.] 

6. You accept conditional love where you put up with issues that bother you to the core 

because you hope someday he will finally change and provide the love you need [INSTEAD of 

holding out for a man who offers you UNCONDITIONAL love.] 

5. You desire someone better than your last partner, a man who is passionate, decisive, 

energetic, driven [BUT you fail to realize the emotional price that comes with dating strong, 

successful men and feel disappointed once you date one- many tend to maintain a very busy 

schedule to keep up with their career's demands, travel out of town frequently, can be 

emotionally inattentive, bossy, they don't have patience to listen or pay attention to what 

matters to you- many prove to be selfish.] 

4. You look for an Alpha dog, successful man because you are a strong, successful woman 

[BUT many powerful, successful men are not looking for their equal- they want a low key 

woman who soothes them after a hard-day’s work, not challenges them]. 
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3. You carry a list of qualities you look for in men (like his type of job, his circle of friends, his 

style of clothes), you compare that list to all potential suitors and all men who take you 

out [INSTEAD of looking for the right man for you who you will get along with best]. 

2. You think great chemistry with a man determines a great partner [INSTEAD of paying 

attention to compatibility]. 

1. You want the guys who don't want you [INSTEAD of the men who do want you]. 

 

Click here to read my review of “Why He Disappeared” by Evan Marc Katz if you’re 

interested to read some suggestions how to find the right man for you. 
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